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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with the relationship between city, (counter)culture and narrative in Belgrade

and  Barcelona.  It  explores  the  intersections  between  city,  space  and  culture,  through  a

polysystemic approach. The dialogical nature of the inquiry suggests that these elements are

better  from  a  joint  perspective  rather  than  in  isolation.  Similarities,  differences  and

continuities in terms of urban narratives and planning, ideology and the cultural sector are

analyzed for both cities, both at the internal level and between them.

Different spaces and developments in the two case studies are explored, with special attention

to creative districts and industries. Apart from exploring the public system of culture in both

cities,  a  closer  insight  is  devoted  to  given  facilities  depending  not  only  on  its  ownersip

(public/private) but on the discourses and practices emerging from them.

The creative area in Savamala, with Mikser House as a flagship, is examined in terms of both

program and agenda, that is, dominant discourses that may be transmitted through alternative

aesthetics. In a similar way, the concept of creative quarters is congruent with zonification

practives  over  public  spaces,  close  to  the  traditional  divide  and  conquer  strategy.  The

counterpart in Belgrade is the recently occupied Bioskop Zvezda.

Zvezda brings to question not only the status of culture in present society. but the socialist

legacy  and,  too,  the  predatory  practices  and  the  side-effects,  including  criminality,  of

privatization processes started in the 1990's. In a similar way, Barcelona has boasted until

recently  a  rather  well-developed  network  of  free  spaces,  like  Can  Vies  or  Kasa  de  la

Muntanya, which dinamize both politics and culture and mobilize communities in the defense

of their neighborhoods. 

Opposite to that, projects like Barcelona's Art Factories do not only gentrify culture through

the  adoption  of  an  economy-triggered  and  business-related  lexicon  (internationalization,

entrepreneurship, industry, professionals, networking and the like), but are often established

were  previous  autonomous  experiences  existed.   Such  processes  also  have  an  effect  on

narratives over the city..
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Reading the city as a discourse is most easily done through its street names, but not only.

Whereas  Belgrade  endured  a  Serbianization  of  the  street  names  at  expenses  of  other

nationalities  and  socialism  starting  from  the  late  1980's,  Barcelona  did  so  right  after

Francoism, but did not fully restored the revolutionary names of the 30's. Also, the fact that

former factories are transformed into creative hubs have the effect of erasing, or eroding, the

working class memory of Barcelona.

Keywords. polysystems, Belgrade, Barcelona, narrative, space, urban, culture
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INTRODUCTION

Barcelona is a brand and Belgrade has no squatters. This is the basic premise behind the

proposal. Cities go global but, at the same time, go equal among themselves, at least in terms

of their international projection and internal planning and outlook. Going equal does not mean

that their inhabitants enjoy higher standards of living, and that differences in terms of income,

welfare and standard of living are likely to vanish; quite the opposite. 

There is a need to reflect on the very nature of the concept “city”, as it turns into a warring

field for ideas, conceptions, trends and, too, cultures. But each city is to reflect these tensions,

and interactions, thus allowing, or preventing, for the emergence of cultural repertoires at the

periphery, that may eventually be integrated into the mainstream.

It is a must to understand the relationship between cultures and political values, whether the

latter are a constituent of the former or not. In short, how to set up resistance against global

capital and its appropriation of the urban space, and the role of countercultures in creating

narratives and spaces for socialization, and thus mobilization, able to fight back. Hence, the

role of history and, for this particular purpose, memory, cannot be neglected. 

Cities like the ones selected for the case study are enduring transformation as a product of the

collapse  of  ideology and the  socioeconomic  context  for  their  emergence.  Belgrade  is  not

anymore  the  capital  of  a  multinational,  socialist  federation,  but  that  of  a  small  European

national  (for  most  standards)  state  reshaping its  own identity and position  in  the  broader

geographical context.  Cultural  policy choices will help define its final position,  be it as a

regional capital or a peripheral city in the wider European cultural domain.
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Barcelona is a perfect example of the collapse of the industrial city and its transformation into

a service-led tourist Mecca. These changes, nonetheless, product of local agency but in the

context of overall transformation, could not have been implemented without large consent of

its population,  for a significant part unaware of the high costs endured in terms of social

cohesion,  memory  and,  thus,  identity.  Resistance,  as  expected,  has  arisen  from  social

movements, the offsprings of a fertile anarchist and working-class tradition, boasting, too,

particular cultural practices that allow for their transmission and discourse reproduction.

Actors and institutions are to be assessed, as well as particular policies and, even, policing

itself. Thus, the scope of the paper is largely multidisciplinary, largely relying on cultural and

literary studies, sociology and political science. In terms of theory, polysystems and cultural

planning, as referred to by Itamar Even-Zohar (2008) are to be the starting points, as well as

discussions over urban spaces and social movements largely from the field of urban planning,

relying on the works of David Harvey and Henry Lefebvre.

The aim of this paper is to locate the place for culture, and its alternative repertoires, and its

positions vis-a-vis space.  To understand how space works, how workplaces and cities are

constantly recreated and they way these tensions, and movement, affect everyday life. Even

the city itself is at the crossroads of its own internal dynamics, but cannot scape nor the role of

the national state it is inscribed in, neither the network of relationships with its immediate

past, nor global trends.

Ideally, after setting up a model for the analysys of repertoire formation and change over time,

and analyze its correlation with policy, political and environmental change, research would

have been conducted  on the particular  items and the  overall  production of  a  given time.

Nonetheless, such an effort falls beyond the scope of the current paper. The scope of this

research is purely theoretical, as even sketching the aforementioned repertoires is out of range

at this current stage.

The scope of  this  paper  is  largely multidisciplinar,  relying  on articles  and readings  from

various fields of knowledge, from architecture to sociology. Because of its inner diversity,

different  parths  could  have  been  (and  can  be)  taken:  a  middle  way  has  been  finally
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undertaken, in order to leave room for further research. The paper is divided in three sections:

in  the first  section,  “Theoretical  framework”,  the  concepts  of  city,  space,  culture,  and an

overwiew on polysystems theory are revisited, prior to synthetic final remarks that aim at

bringing together the different approaches and disciplines.

The next two sections, “City and Culture in Barcelona and Belgrade” and “Conclusions and

Discussion” focus on the particularities, and similarities, of both places, prior to drawing on

some conclusions and presenting further paths for development. 
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1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The topic has to be addressed from a different range of perspectives. Culture, but space too,

can be understood both as means of production and production itself, in a classical Marxist

reading. It is central, nonetheless, to identify what do refer to as “culture”, in order to set up a

relavant analytical framework for all categories. The concept of repertoire, as proposed by

Even  Zohar,  help  explain  the  oppositional  and  complementary  dynamics  between  given

repertoires, especially at a time in which all  clear-cut distinction seems to have vanished.

Current developments in terms of urbanism and the creation of a global network of cities,

which underpine the traditional space of the nation-state, have placed culture in the center of

urban strategic planning, largely because of its potential  to create a successful,  distinctive

offer in the global market of cities1. Also, it may help address, at least in theory, issues of

inequality  through  redistribution  of  monopolies  of  rent  and  knowledge-based  economic

growth, although actual data proves otherwise:2 

“Hence, within cultural planning policy one can observe a marked economic determinism that

assumes that creating a culturally competitive city guarantees social cohesion. Social cohesion

refers  in  this  context  to  a  combination  of  economic  growth  and  policies  aimed  at

accommodating social diversity and democracy. Yet such a link is questionable as in globally

competitive cities with a history of implementing cultural policies, such as London, growth in

GDP per head correlates with increasing inequality in income”

Degen and Garcia, 2012: 1024

Not  only  London  seems  to  have  fallen  prey  to  such  policies.  Strategies  focused  around

sanitization and festivals, be they musical ones or cultural capitalities, do deprive culture from

its variety – as it gets nothing but a marketable good -, as well as local populations from

1 “Cultural activities, and the innovative energies they embody and develop, are incorporated into these visions
and plans. In general, it appears that cultural and heritage activities and resources are recognised and valued
insofar as they attract the scientists, and other knowledge workers the city is recruiting. However, cultural
activities are not seen as part of the knowledge and innovation mileu itself” (Evans, 2009: 1024)

2 A prerequisite  would  be,  nonetheless,  a  favorable  correlatio  of  forces  in  favor  of  marginalized,  at-risk
populations.
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incomes and, even, their traditional of spaces of socialization, work and life. In Glasgow, for

instance,  the  1990  European  Capital  of  Culture,  the  real  city  with  its  own  internal

contradictions and conflicts was turned into a mere model, with dramatical consequences for

the traditional dwellers:

“But ‘Glasgow’ does not ‘do’ things  it is not an agent and it is not ‘Glasgow’ that ‘wins’ or

‘loses’, or that is undergoing a ‘renewal’, but particular (and if recent evidence is anything to go

by,  fewer)  groups of  its  citizens  living in particular  parts  of  the  City.  The type of  strategy

adopted in Glasgow – ‘the Glasgow model’ – has contributed to the worsening levels of poverty

and deprivation and to the deepening inequalities that characterise the City today. It has done

this  primarily  by constructing  Glasgow’s  future  –  and  the  future  for  tens  of  thousands  of

Glaswegians – as a low paid, workforce grateful from the breadcrumbs from the tables of the

entrepreneurs and investors upon which so much effort is spent in attracting and cosseting – and

by marginalising and ruling out  any alternative strategy based upon largescale public sector

investment in sustainable and socially necessary facilities and services.”

Mooney, 2004: 337

The developments described by Mooney were lead by culture, in abstract, but had a direct

impact in the overall culture of city, including lifestyle and symbolic capital, and imposed

major  changes  in  Glasgow's  working  class  history  along  with  a  bottom-up  approach  to

governance and decision-making, Such process is parallel to that of Barcelona, a traditionally

red,  or  even  black-and.red,  city,  undertaking  major  transformations  and  embracing  new

identities propelled by major events, from the 1992 Olympics to the largely unsuccessfull,

self-proclaimed  “Universal  Forum  of  Cultures”  in  2004.  Interactions  between  policy,

urbanism and  culture  is  summarized  in  the  following  table,  which  excludes  on  practical

grounds their side-effects:
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Degen and Garcia, 2012: 1025

Phase 1 refers to the consolidation of a new identity in response to the late Francoism. In this

stage,  Barcelona  had  to  consolidate  its  position  as  a  regional  capital,  thus  endorsing  a

Republican view of Catalan nationalism (essentialist interpretations would not have work out,

given the demographic and linguistic structute of the city at a time). Later on, urban identity is

moved forward, as a reflect of the would-be traditional division of power between the city, a

socialist  stronghold, and the regional government, a conservative one (althoug sharing the

common “Catalanist”, that is, moderate nationalist tradition)3. Symbolic capital of the city,

including history, architecture, arts and gastronomy are traded. In the last stage, one the city

has been successfully placed in the international arena, it seeks to achieve a position as a pole

of attraction for the so-called new economy.

Both  governance  and  redistribution  are  tricky  categories,  as  they  represent  the  official

discourse and praxis: dialogue with citizens can be translate for outright cooptation – most

neighbourhood associations were Communist at  the time -, and organized participation by

façade operations of formal democracy without any value. Top-down organized festival and

similar  events  were,  more  often  than  not,  open  windows  for  private  benefit,  real  estate

operations and, even, social control: one of the new uses of the Forum 2004 complex was to

accomodate  popular  manifestations  usually held  downtown.  The old  city center  was  thus

dispossessed from the local inhabitants and these activities, when not outright forbidden (such

as demonstrations), just displaced, in order to regulate the functions of the central section of

3 Until 2003, when a leftist coalition led by the Socialists took control of the regional government.
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the city, handed over to tourism4.

The blurring of boundaries, which helped organize political action until recent, has to parallel

to  that  of  empowerment  and  engagement.  Individualism  is  gaining  momentum,  and  the

balance between the communitarian, the social dimension, and the individual get one may fall

in favor for the later. Bauman (2013) argues that the new culture is nothing but a catch-all

concept, and thus stratification in terms of consumption, as observed by Bourdieu (1979), is

no longer valid: for the former, acces (or, rather, consumption of) to culture is done on an

individual basis and is rooted on variety5. Whereas that may apply for the traditional high

forms of culture (such as opera), differences still operate: hipsters, which from a traditional

class distinction are most likey to share strata, and wages, with non-skilled workers, do base

their cultural preferences on the distinction from lesser-educated layers.6

Such differences are a by-product of professionalization of the creative sector (the “creative

industries”),  again  prey  to  a  double-movement:  whereas  professionalization  entails

recognition, it is subjugated by the surrounding socioeconomic context: creative agents are

victims,  too,  of  precarity.  There  is,  too,  a  need for  professionalization,  to  find  their  own

market niche in order to survive while justifying at the same time its own raison d'etre. At the

same time, activism may be perceived as a constraint in terms of securing new customers or

mainting  the  old  ones.  For  Harvey (2012:  89),  the  so-called  creative  classes,  or  cultural

4 Police violence and reppresion is another side-effect, as it pursues to expel undesirable users from certain
areas  and  violence  seems  to  be  an  alternative.Traditionally,  FC  Barcelona  supporters  celebrated  club's
victories in the upper section of the Rambles, the traditional core of the city and the current center of the
tourist city. Since 2009, nonetheless, clashes between supporters and police forces have ended up with dozens
of detainees, in large part due to police attempts to cut back celebrations and the City Council efforts to
prescribe  new  rites.  (http://www.ccma.cat/324/La-festa-blaugrana-a-la-placa-de-Catalunya-sacaba-amb-45-
detinguts-i-100-ferits/noticia/384613/ - 13/05/2009: Blaugrana celebrations at Plaça Catalunya end up with
45 detainees and 100 injured)

5 Erickson (1996), justifies the shift in this grounds:
“Not only is the effect of class trajectory on culture more complex than Bourdieu implies, it is weaker as
well.  Many genres have stronger roots in other social cleavages,  including the other forms of inequality
studied here: gender, race, and nativity. Since each structurally distinct group can carry a somewhat different
cultural repertoire, the most consistently powerful source of cultural knowledge is contact with people in a
wide variety of social locations. The strongest  single source of cultural variety is social network variety.
Unlike Bourdieu, who gives mere glancing references to social capital, I argue that network variety is more
impor- tant than class as a source of cultural variety. “
That implies, too, that if market forces tend to isolate or exclude populations, and work is scarce, exposure to
cultural repertoires and access to Bauman's “omnivor” elite will get harder over time. The logical policy
would be to create opportunity for individuals from different background, and thus bearers of rather distinct
repertoires, to have social interactions. This approach clashes with gentrification and sanitization practices,
homogenizing at the core.

6 See Lenore (2014) for an analysis of classism in the indie and hipster spheres.
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workers have

“shifted in their political stances over the years. In the 1960s, the art colleges were hotbeds of

radical discussion, but the ir subsequent pacification and professionalization has seriously dim

inished agitational politics.”

In  terms  of  history,  Soja  (2008:  21-22)  identifies  from a  critical  standpoint  three  major

developments in the generation of the city as it would later come to being: the first urban

settlements in SE Asia, organized around large-scale agriculture, about 10.000 years ago; the

city-state in the Fertile Crescent, 5.000 years later, that lead to empires, social estratification,

patriarchy and monarchy; and the Industrial Revolution, based on the centrality of production

in the city. It is  thus made clear that cities don't simply pop up, but they are both cause and

consequence of major changes in productive, or rather socieconomic, models. A urban space

built  also  in  contrast  to,  and  at  the  same  time  at  the  expense  of,  the  rural,  one  largely

dominated and subdued to the city, the seat of administrative, political, economic and cultural

power.  A system  in  which  domination,  appropiation  and  despossesion  are  central  to  its

reproduction.

In  order  to  address  the  issue,  and more  to  the  dislike  of  Lefebvre,  who overtly  rejected

“fragmented knowledge”, a short review on city, space, culture and polysystems is presented.
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CITY

The right to the city, as first presented by Lefebvre (1969), appeared in a context of suburban

expansion  and  reification  of  the  natural  world.  It  is  worth  pointing  out,  too,  that  such

processes  affected  also  the  socialist  world,  with  the  only  exception  of  China  during  the

Cultural Revolution. Thus, for him, the right to the city appears as a responde to the right to

nature, that is, the right to a colonized nature by the urban, a nature which is not anymore

“real” nature, but rather fitted into our own spatial divisions and accomodated to fulfill new

functions, such as leisure and even a getaway from the insalubrity of urban spaces.

The aim is then to reclaim the city, not only in the physical, but in the social sense: as the

“right to urban life” (Lefebvre, 1969: 138). Harvey (2012: 4) moves the definiton forward by

stating:

“The right to the city is, therefore, far more than a right of individual access to the resources that

the city embodies: it is a right to change ourselves by changing the city more after our heart’s

desire.  It  is,  moreover,  a  collective  rather  than  an  individual  right  since  changing the  city

inevitably depends upon the exercise of a collective power over the processes of urbanization.

The freedom to make and remake ourselves and our cities is, I want to argue, one of the most

precious yet most neglected of our human rights.”

As it  has been said before,  for Lefebvre socialism – or  its  realization,  mainly in  Eastern

Europe – failed as it was unable to undertake the task of finishing up revolution through the

appropiation of urban space. Although the choices made by the Soviet Union from the late

20's  were  logical  to  some extent  (speeding up accumulation,  for  instance),  they failed to

complete the transition to a new socialist space, and thus city.

Harvey (2012:  71-73)  establishes  a  distinction  between  common goods  and open  access,

recognizing  that  even  squats  may  be  restricted  in  order  to  facilitate  work  by  these

organizations.  He  identifies,  too,  commodification  and  enclosure  as  major  threats  to

commons. Especially in terms of cultural ones, Harvey states:
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“The human qualities of the city emerge out of our practices in the diverse spaces of the city

even as those spaces are subject to enclosure, social control, and appropriation by both private

and public/state interests.  There is  an important  distinction here between public  spaces  and

public goods, on the one hand, and the commons on the oth er. Public spaces and public goods

in the city h ave always been a m atter of state power and public administration, and such spaces

and goods do not necessarily a commons make. Througho ut the history of urbanization, the

provision of public spa ces and public goods (such as sanitation, public health, education, and

the like) by e ither public or private means has been crucial for capitalist d evelopment. [...]

Public education becomes a common wh en social forces appropriate, protect, and enhance it for

mutual benefit (three cheers for the PTA). Syntagma Square in Athens, Tahrir Square in Cairo,

and the Plaza de Catalunya in Barcelona were public spaces that became an urban commons as

people assembled there to express their political views and make demands. The street is a public

space  that  has  historically  often  been  transformed  by  social  action  into  the  common  of

revolutionary movement, as well as into a site of bloody suppression.”

Commons,  thus,  cannot  be  created  nor  provided  by  anyone,  as  are  a  product  of  social

interactions  and individual,  as well  as collective,  experiences.  Through was he defines as

Disneyfication, city branding trades, for instance, the particular allure of the city (a common),

and thus exposes it to exploitation and degradation. Local narratives operate in the same way,

thus being subject to commodification. There is, nonetheless, a side-effect:

“If claims to uniqueness, authenticity, particularity, and specialty underlie the ability to capture

monopoly rents, then on what be tter terrain is it possible to make such claims than in the field

of  historically  constituted  cultural  artifacts  and  practices  and  special  environmental

characteristics (including, of course, the built, social, and cultural environments)?”

Harvey, 2012: 122

For massive commodification, or the provision of public spaces with market logics in mind

(are cultural centers or parks created to be commoned7 or rather to pursue raises in real estate

prices?), may end up not only harming users but limiting, and eventually drying up, monopoly

7 “There is, in effect,  a social practice of  commoning.  This practice produces or establishes a  social relation with a
common whose uses are either exclusive to a social group or partially or fully open to all and sundry. At the
heart of the practice of commoning lies the principle that the relation between the social group and that aspect
of the environment being treated as a common shall b e both collective and non -commodified-off-limits to
the logic of market exchange and market valuations.” (Harvey, 2012: 73)
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rents.  If all  cities are restructured following the same trends,  and all  cities host the same

events,  which  would  be  the  reason  for  chosing  a  particular  one  for  living,  working  or

consuming? Symbolic capital is thus rapidly depleted. 

The parallel with culture can be easily traced: if goods (or products), in an effort of going

global or adapting to these universal, and universalizing, trends and tastes, sacrify unicity,

they may also end up rejecting, or lowering down, both symbolic and trade values. Market

dynamics, nonetheless, put an enormous pressure on creative actors, as those unable to follow

the pace are being driven of the competition. The issue is how to switch from competition to

cooperation, or find alternative markets with different inner dynamics. Last, but not least, the

need to be present in the global markets imposes a trade-off on the amount of exclusitivy a

given city, or actor, is willing to provide, as certain choices may be unmarketable.
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SPACE

Theorizing  space  and  its  dimension  is  Lefebvre's  major  contribution.  Three  analytical

categories for the space:

“1 Spatial practice,  which embraces production and reproduction, and the particular locations

and spatial sets characteristic of each social formation. Spatial practice ensures continuity and

some degree of cohesion. In terms of social space, and of each member of a given society's

relationship to that space, this cohesion implies a guaranteed level of competence and a specific

level of performance.

2 Representations of space, which are tied to the relations of production and to the 'order' which

those relations impose, and hence to knowledge, to signs, to codes, and to 'frontal' relations.

3 Representational spaces, embodying complex symbolisms, somelimes coded, sometimes not,

linked to the clandestine or underground side of social life, as also to art (which may come

eventually to be defined less as a code of space than as a code of representational spaces).”

Lefebvre, 1991: 33

Is it  clear, thus, that all  three layers are interconnected: whereas spacial practice refers to

reproduction and the planning level, representations of space are the practical executions of

this beliefs and practices into abstract space; representational spaces are, at their turn, to the

daily experience of inhabitant, their very own perceptions and existence. Suburban expansion,

communication networks and commuting times would all fall into the first category, whereas

particular  locations  belong  to  the  second  and  the  symbolic  value  attached  to  them  by

individual  and  communities  –  which  may  contravene  the  original  function  or,  even,  the

original values power was planning to reproduce through them – is the last layer.

“(Social) space is not a thing among other things, nor a product among other products: rather, it

subsumes things produced, and encompasses their interrelationships in their coexistence and

simultaneity — their (relative) order and/or (relative) disorder. It is the outcome of a sequence

and set of operations, and thus cannot be reduced to the rank of a simple object. At the same

time there is nothing imagined, unreal or 'ideal' about it as compared, for example, with science,

representations, ideas or dreams. Itself the outcome of past actions, social space is what permits
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fresh actions to occur, while suggesting others and prohibiting yet others. Among these actions,

some serve production, others consumption (i.e. the enjoyment of the fruits of production).”

Lefebvre, 1991: 43

This definition matches polysystemic intrinsical dynamism, as well as its main attribute: the

focus on the interactions, on movement and layers, between and in within repertoires and

users, rathen than in the particular products – or works – created.8 From this definition, spaces

are all around, being the city the common ground for all of them. Certainly, representations

may be created anew, but not the living experiences imbued by everyday life and functions

and  values  given  by  individuals  and  communities.  Also,  the  overall  practice  has  to  be

inscribed in a complex network of interactions, including dyachrony: legacy, such as ideas

and concepts, may influence planning, whereas heritage, easily commodified, would fall in a

divide  between representations  and representational  spaces,  and would  be thus  subject  to

predatory practices.9

Also, space is the central issue: the Haussmann plan sanified Paris by transferring certain

activities outside the city center, not by ending the cause of trouble., i.e. the conditions of

factory workers and the productive system. But Haussmann did not only reshaped Paris for

the sake of urbanism: it was overall a mater of power. The issue at stake was military control

over the traditional core of the city and the dispossesion of potentially subversive working

class individuals and families,  as Engels pointed out already in 1872 (Harvey, 2012: 16).

Exactly the same process took place in pre-Olympic Barcelona, destroying large segments of

the Old Town to open new boulevards in name of progress but responding to capitalistic

interests. A process already initiated in the second half of the 19th centuries, when the city

walls  were torn down pursuing the same principles.  Spatial  practice remained unchanged,

although its representations may have diverted in order to accommodate to new realities and

needs.

The obsession  with  production,  along with  the  need for  spaces  to  be  lived,  is  central  to

Lefebvre's argument, as an unproductive space  is equally condemned to death as a privatized

one:

8 Even Zohar (2005), to avoid this distiction, simply refers to them as goods.
9 Harvey (2012: 78) equates the concept of revitalization (by an elite) with that of devitalization (by the 

destruction and dispossession of the local population)
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“There are  two ways  in  which urban space tends to be sliced up,  degraded and eventually

destroyed by this  contradictory process: the proliferation of fast roads and of places to park and

garage cars, and their corollary, a reduction of tree-lined streets, green spaces, and parks and

gardens.  The  contradiction lies,  then,  in  the  clash  between a  con-sumption of  space which

produces  surplus  value  and  one  which  produces  only  enjoyment  —  and  is  therefore

'unproductive'.

Lefebvre, 1991: 359

The  rational  behing  a  given  spatial  practice,  especially  in  terms  of  supporting  particular

developments, can be varied. Nonetheless, the following chart by Evans (2009: 1024) proves,

based  on a  survey on  major  global  cities,  that  the  economic  argument  has  the  strongest

influence when engaging in support for creatotive industries:
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CULTURE

The definition of culture is always problematic, as it largely depends on perceptions, values

and even theoretical approaches at a given time. Bauman (2013: 21) considers that today's

culture is just a section of a department store: its function, thus, is to seduce customers, again

and  again,  placing  new  products.  Concepts  such  as  eternity  or  duration  are  completely

anathema  for  such  a  reasoning.  In  a  similar  way,  customers,  through  culture,  seek  to

differentiate themselves from fellow costumers. But what is snob is to reject snobism. In a

world where everything seems to be relative, even works are: today's elitism (íb. 20) is to feel

at ease with all sorts of cultural by-products.

Culture, too, can be interpreted as tools, or as goods, according to Even Zohar (2005: 9):

“The  “culture-as-goods”  concept  characterizes  mostly official  and  everyday use,  as  well  as

various sections of  the “humanistic  traditions.”  The “culture-as-tools” concept,  on the other

hand, has characterized all academic disciplines which have worked with the idea of “culture”

from at least the end of the 19th century.”

For him:

“Cultural “goods,” often discussed as “properties” (cf. Bourdieu's “biens symboliques”), may be

both material and semiotic (problematically called “symbolic” in some traditions) – that is, both

“tangible” and “intangible.” It really matters little, from the point of view of their respective

function, whether the goods in discussion are lapis lazuli, a high palace, running water, a car, a

computer, or a set of texts, a group of text producers (“poets,” “writers”), a collection of pieces

of music, a collection of paintings, sculptures, a theater, etc. Once a defined set of such goods

acquires the condition of evaluability by mu-tual recognition, in an established market (or Stock

Exchange), it is assigned a specific value. Goods which cannot be evaluated by such a market

cannot have value, and therefore are not marked as “culture.” Therefore, social entities may be

stigmatized  as  “having  no  culture”  by  other  social  entities,  if  diagnosed  as  not  being  in

possession of the required and acknowledged set of goods.”

Even Zohar, 2005: 10
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The  main  difference  between  the  two  of  them lies  on  the  fact  that  “While  tools,  either

“passive”  or  “active,”  function  as  organizers  of  “life,”  “goods”  may  be  considered  as

“organizers” only indirectly,  that is,  when converted (or transformed), into tools.” (íb. 13)

They do not loose their signifying value when turned into tools, so they exist at both levels.

Their value, nonetheless, is subject to variations over time and position. In terms of factors

operating, he summarizes them as follows (íb. 15):10

All elements are interconnected and cannot function in isolation. A good example of such

limitations is the idea of  “legitimate usability”: an item may exist in the repertoire, but may

constrained by institution and, thus, prevented for accessing market. The branding of a city is

an artifact by which this interplay is clear: although some items may preexist, market forces

may constraint actual choices. For instance, although there is certainly a market niche for

“political tourism”, Barcelona is more likely to draw on Modernist architecture rather than on

popular riots in the early 1900, as it tries to exploit its social capital in international tourist,

cultural  and  education  markets.  Following  the  same  example,  is  the  aforementioned

restrictioned only operated by market forces, or may institutions have also to do with it?

Given the ideological element, it is reasonable that a major city in the capitalist world is to

reject working class struggles, at least the most radical ones, unlikely to be coopted.

Borja (2003: 133) talks about a “urbanism of products”, which tries to reproduce the “real”

experience in  a safe,  suburb-like setting.  Such locations artificially reproduce ready-made

reproductions of the original, securing all elements for successful market interactions: security

10 He later verbalizes it this way: “a CONSUMER may “consume” a PRODUCT produced by a PRODUCER, but in
order for the “product” to be gen-erated, then properly consumed, a common REPERTOIRE must ex-ist, whose usability
is constrained, determined, or controlled by some INSTITUTION on the one hand, and a MARKET where such a good
can be transmitted, on the other. None of the factors enumerated can be described to function in isolation, and the kind of
relations that may be detected run across all possible axes of the scheme. “
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and  order,  in  opposition  to  the  uncertainties  and  chaos  of  the  real  urban  space.  These

interventions are not only projected into space, but are largely market oriented and ran on a

benefit-base, that can even be untangible (for instance, when trying to artifically increase the

symbolic value of an area through the promotion of activities, performances and items that

may not have been initially present).

In Belgrade, good examples of this trend, altought at a smaller scale, are both KC Grad 11 and

Mikser House: there is no political action behind their walls, at not political in the sense that

could challenge power relations in the city. They, thus, realize a double function in terms of

security: for users, violent clashes with police is prevented, alike with the lack of comfort and

equipment  of  some  squats;  for  power,  they  prevent  the  emergence  of  actual  spaces  of

contestation;  and,  last  but  not  least,  for  both  actors,  including  the  overall  society,  they

represent the pluralist illusion of an alternative scene. So-called creative districts tend to be

based on dispossession of the lower classes in order to gentrify and increase the real state

value of whole areas, and improve options for city placing in global markets.

Both places, and the whole area (Savamala) where they are located, can be fitted in Harvey

(2012: 14), as they are a cultural niche by themselves, help reproduce the illusion of market

choice and, last but not least, have an impact on real estate prices and the demography and

traditional uses of the area:

Quality of urban life has become a commod ity for those with money, as has the city itself in a

world  where  consumerism,  tourism,  cultural  and  knowledge-based  industries,  as  well  as

perpetual resort to the economy of the spectacle, have become major aspects of urban political

economy, even in India and China. The postmodernist penchant for encouraging the formation

of market niches, both in urban lifestyle choices and in consumer habits, and cultural forms,

surrounds the contemporary urban experience with an aura of freedom of choice in the market,

provided  you  have  the  money  and  can  protect  yourself  from  the  privatization  of  wealth

redistribution through burgeoning criminal activity and predatory fraudulent practices (wh ich

have everywhere escalated).

11 A good example of how KC Grad policies fall into mainstream capitalism is the fact that, when turned into a 
regular club, there is an entrance fee, which is different for men and women.
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When discussing the issue of culture and its definition, Galloway and Dunlop (2007) argue

that a basic distinction operates between cultural and creative industries, in which the later is

deprived of culture in order to serve merely economic policies. Thus, this rebranding strategy

– and the inclusion of the term “industry”, acknowledging its role in the economy – pursues to

put an end to traditional cultural planning, whose mission should be to correct market failures

and avoid for culture to flourish in spite of economic value. Also, integrating culture in the

esphere of a knowledge-based economy would contervene the essential principle of protecting

cultural  diversity,  challenge  the  validity  of  cultural  rights  and  deprive  culture  from  its

symbolic value, focusing on its instrumental value.

Last, but not least, it is worth mentioning the process through which space is constructed:

when an architect is confronted with a given lot, his actual building is not the produce of free

will, but rather the realization, the space, “of the dominant mode of production” (Lefebvre,

1991: 360), for the alloted lot has been do so following  a certain plan, strategy or interest.

Similarly, although it has been already been mentioned that value of cultural goods change

over time, urbanization and policy priorities have a deep impact on it:

“For example, countries in the throes of rapid development blithely destroy historic spaces -

houses, palaces, military or civil structures. If advantage or profit is to be found in it, then the

old is swept away. Later, however, perhaps towards the end of the period of accelerated growth,

these same countries are liable to discover how such spaces may be pressed into the service of

cultural consumption, of 'culture itself, and of the tourism and the leisure industries with their

almost limitless prospects. When this happens, everything that they had so merrily demolished

during  the  belle  époque  is  reconstituted  at  great  expense.  Where  destruction  has  not  been

complete, 'renovation' becomes the order of the day, or imitation, or replication, or neo-this or

neo-that. In any case, what had been annihilated in the earlier frenzy of growth now becomes an

object of adoration. And former objects of utility now pass for rare and precious works of art.”

(Ib.)

Evans (2009: 1026) provides  an insight  on the size of  various aggregates  of the creative

sector, with film, arts and music leading the chart, all of them “old” forms of expression:
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In short, the whole debate over value is contingent to the interests and needs to the dominant

groups and, by extension, the dominant ideology. In the same way that monumentalization

may prove a valid and useful strategy at a time (for instance, when Fascism was to affirm its

power), destruction can be too a creative force in the reshaping of spaces (through demolition

of these very same monuments or the provision of new uses).
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POLYSYSTEMS

Polysystems theory, as developped by Even Zohar (2005) is characterized by dynamism. For

him, culture is not a given set of goods, objects or practices, but rather the shifting interactions

and  allegiances  set  up  between  all  of  them.  Cohesion  is  achieved  by clusters  of  certain

elements, which serve social reproduction. Altough initally conceived as a tools for literary

analysis, it proves usefull for all sorts of cultural artifacts, objects, works and goods. From this

systemic perspective, all elements influence each other: a certain work is, thus, the product of

a given set of relationships at a time, being time itself a category outside it. Minors works do

contribute too to the major one, and would in the future, just as much as the major would

future minor ones.

Regarding culture as a whole, and given our spatial concerns, Even Zohar acknowledged the

specifities of multinational or multilingual contexts: once dominant in Europe, the expansion

of the modern,  liberal  state  homogenized communities.  Current  trends  go in  the opposite

direction, thus turning into a valuable tool for the analysis of emerging communities, largely

urban and with shifting, plural identities.

“the polysystem hypothesis involves a rejection of value judgments as criteria for an a priori

election of the objects of  study.  This must  be particularly stressed for almost all  aspects of

“culture,” where confusion between the promotion of options and research still exists. If one

accepts  the  polysystem hypothesis,  then  one  must  also  accept  that  the  historical  study  of

phenomena  as  polysystems  cannot  confine  itself  to  the  prestigious  segments,  even  if  some

would consider them the only raison d'être of the relevant study (such as “literary studies") in

the first place. This kind of biased elitism cannot be compatible with cultural history just as

general history can no longer be the life stories of kings and generals. “

Even Zohar (2005:43)

“the polysystem constraints are interdependent with the procedures of selection, manipulation,

amplification,  removal,  etc.,  taking  place  in  actual  products  pertaining  to  the  polysystem.

Therefore,  even  those  interested  not  in  the  processes  taking  place  in  a  culture,  or  any
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institutionalized activity (field) in it, but in the “actual” constitution of culture products (e.g.,

any repeatable events,  or, on a more particular level, lingual utterances, texts),  cannot avoid

taking into account the state of the particular polysystem with whose products they happen to

deal.  Naturally,  when  only  official  products  (recognized  or  institutionalized  events,  or

complexes  of  events,  such  as  normative  behaviors,  standard  language  utterances,  literary

“masterpieces")  were  treated,  the  work  of  the  polysystem  con-straints  often  could  not  be

detected. As the researchers failed to see the connection between the position of products and

models (proper-ties, features) within the structured whole (by which they are con-strained), on

the one hand, and the decisions made while producing them, linked with the constraints on the

activity of  producers,  on  the  other,  local,  isolated  explanations  became  their  only possible

refuge.”

Even Zohar (2005:45)

 

From both passages, it can be inferred  that polysystems are committed to the analysis of the

overall set of interactions, a proposition that can be translated, in terms of spatiality, to the

concept of the perceived city, as expressed  by Lefebvre. Also,  “the procedures of selection,

manipulation, amplification, removal” make clear that in this interactions choices are being

made,  and the extent  and dept  of  those choices  will  depend,  inevitably,  on strugles  over

agency and hegemony (from a traditional Gramscian perspective). These process especially

refer to the constructs of narratives around spaces, thus embedding them with a symbolic

value they may have or may not have: it is in this dialogical practice of narrative formation

that such artifacts can best expressed. Political turns in the Soviet Union removed Stalin from

cultural  geographies,  although  the  effects  of  its  previous  reification  pervaded  later

developments12.

In a similar way, another implication of this premise is that elites are no longer then carriers of

knowledge, an episthemological turn congruent both with postcolonial, feminist, queer and

critical  theories  –  which  bring  back the  issue  of  individual,  and collective,  experience,  a

relevant category, as it has been already mentioned, to the construction of social spaces in the

form  of  Lefebvre's  “representational  spaces”  -,  but  also  with  Foucaltian  approaches  to

12 Radović (2013) describes the struggles over identity in post-war Bosnia, which reflect the tensions between
the  national  and  the  urban,  and  between  legacy,  preexisting  narratives  and  current  political  needs  of
legitimacy reinforcement. It is worth pointing out that the radicality of such attempts was continget with the
degree  of  preexising  heterogeinity,  as  in  Mostar,  as  well  as  the  difficulties  of  such  spatial  practices
encountered when confronted to previous representational spaces: inhabitants of Banja Luka rejected, as were
deeply confused, the new denominations.
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network-like representations of power. 

Even Zohar and Lefebvre, too, work in the same way:

“We are confronted not by one social space but by many — indeed, by an unlimited multiplicity

or uncountable set of social spaces which we refer to generically as 'social space'. No space

disappears in the course of growth and development: the worldwide does not abolish the local,

This is not a consequence of the law of uneven development, but a law in its own right. The

intertwinement of social spaces is also a law. Considered in isolation, such spaces are mere

abstractions. As concrete abstractions, however, they attain 'real' existence by virtue of networks

and  pathways,  by  virtue  of  bunches  or  clusters  of  relationships.  Instances  of  this  are  the

worldwide networks of communication, exchange and information. It is important to note that

such newly developed networks do not eradicate from their social context those earlier ones,

superimposed upon one another over the years,  which constitute the various markets:  local,

regional, national and international markets; the market in commodities, the money or capital

market, the labour market, and the market in works, symbols and signs; and lastly - the most

recently created — the market in spaces themselves.”

Lefebvre (1991: 86)

Both  authors  focus  on  interactions,  operating  in  the  same  way:  the  social  space  and

polysystems can be understood as interchangable. Cultural dominant repertoires rarely “pop

up”, and even when they do they are grounded in some, even minimal, preexisting ground.

Current cities, regardless of the extent of revolutionary changes they may have gone through,

are still reelaborations of the previous ones.

The law of proliferation, or the need for systems to be challenged and flourish at all times, by

both internal and external forces, is equally important for polysystems theory and the porpuse

of  this  work,  that  is,  to  establish the relationship,  if  any,  between certain  repertoires  and

narratives:

“Here the law of proliferation seems to be universally valid. This law simply means that in order

to operate and remain vital a system has to be always enhanced with a growing inventory of

alternative options.  Hence,  inter-systemic transfers,  in whatever constellation or volume, are
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inevitable, and are carried out in spite of resistance.”

Even Zohar (2005: 49)

Similar to what Borja (2003: 23-24, 278) argues regarding the city, opposition, or “alternative

options”, is required in order for the polysystem, or the city, to survive. In terms of the urban

space, even illegal actions are to be tolerated by administrations, as they guarantee the vitality

of the overall system. Conflict is then a constant, at all levels: between institutions, between

communities and between the two, or more, of them, as they all compete over public space.

Pairing items and manifestations with narratives is thus of great help, as legitimizing previous

experiences  of  non-capitalist  productive  relations  and  social  economy  may  help

counterprogram cultural and creative industries' market dynamicas.

In a similar way, Radović (2013) attempts to read the city as a discourse, despite focusing on

the  narratives  reinforced  by  the  urban  nomenclatore.  Although  recognizing  that  “u

savremenim društvima se kulturno pamćenje takođe stvara preko reprezentacije, cešto putem

fotografskih predstava, filmova i televizije“ (Radović, 2013: 38), all efforts are devoted to the

reconstruction of the discourse on the city rather than on the city, as a space, and thus a space,

on itself. In any case, choices over narratives operate on the same principales as the rest of

items,  and  ideological  constructs  are  even  clearer.  His  analysis  on  identity  and narrative

choices in the former SFRY and the new republics is going to be, nonetheless, useful in next

chapters.

A good of example of how memory and spatial practice interact is Trg Republike, Belgrade's

central  square and common meeting point for its  inhabitants (Lavrence,  2005). Structuted

around the statue of Knez Mihajlo, it marked both national independence and post-Ottoman

European orientation. With the victory over Nazism, the old Theater Square (which was itself

the carrier of a significant institution both culturally and in terms of nation building) was

transformed  into  Trg  Republike,  in  an  attempt  to  connect  the  city's  heart  with  Partisan

narratives. It embedded, too, urban / rural tensions (its status as federal capital made it prey to

nationalist  attacks)  as  well  as  struggles  over  identities  (from the  Serbian  Uprising  to  the

Yugoslav War of National Liberation).
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The square has also been testimony to different demonstration, from those trying to break

down Milošević's  regime – at  the same time,  read as a continutation of the urban /  rural

struggle, given that Belgrade was the opposition's stronghold – to the opposition against the

NATO bombings in 1999, being then instrumentalized by the regime. Thus, different agendas,

and  struggles,  have  all  appropriated  the  square,  which  has  been,  at  the  same  time,

instrumentalized and lived by both the ruling regime, a given moment historical needs or the

local population. It is also a stage for political meetings – which, rather than inferring them

with symbolic value, seem to reinforce the idea that the place is on sale -, demonstrations and

even Christmas markets.
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FINAL REMARKS

Culture and urban spance are both constructs and products. Based on the previous paragraphs,

the idea of counterculture is anathema, as even this “alternative” or “counter” set of products,

beliefs and practices, or “repertoire”, is a constituent part of the overall cultural system of a

given space. The current stage, as Eagleton (2001: 217) suggests, is that of classless culture

which, paradoxically, reinforces class seggregation. Too much energy has been devoted to

aesthetics, to the value, that neoliberal values has found their way in and commodified most,

if not all, of the cultural repertoire. There is also a historical continuity, as counterculturals

movements in the 60's were largely coopted and depolitized, thus opening up the field for

postmodernity.  This  was  also,  according to  Eagleton  (ib:  216),  the  end  of  the  traditional

Kulturkampf, that is, the war between high and low layers of culture, between the elite and the

masses: the product was a cheap mass culture, that in turn went global and allows itself to be

represented as revolutionary while in fact being deeply commercial.

In a similar way to queer theory, contemporary culture has turned into a catch-call concept

embracing different visions. The main difference with queer theorists is that scholars are still

largely devoted to social transformation, working as a corrective factor for neoliberal attempts

of cooptation. Cultural agents, actors and theorists seem to have given up on politics, allowing

market dynamics to be the leading force and turning plurality into a mere formality.

This reasoning follows Bauman's (2013): in his view, there is no way to escape from market,

thus embedding all areas of socia life. The lack of absolutes and impending individualism

fosters cultural goods not aimed at fulfilling any spiritual or material needs, but are rather

compelled at starting anew all over: for satisfying needs would break up the system's own

reproduction. The only way is to effectively address the issue of culture, and of space, from a

radical (in the most strict ethymological sense) standpoint: in the same way that productive

forces are to reshape space and cites, cultural  agents and communities should create new

conditions for the emergence, and reshaping, of culture and its networks.
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For Harvey (2012: 112) the issue is:

“The  space  of  that  commons  deserves  intense  exploration  and  cultivation  by  oppositional

movements that embrace cultural producers and cultural prod uc tion as a key element in the ir

political strategy.  There are abundant historical precedents for mobilizing the forces of high

culture in this way (the role of constructivism in the creative years of the Russian Revolution

from 1918 to 1926 is just one of many instructive historical examples). But popular culture as

produced through the common relationships of daily life is also crucial. Here lies one of the key

spaces  of  hope  for  the  construction  of  an  alternative  kind  of  globalization  and  a  vibrant

anticommodification politics: one in which the progressive forces of cultural production and

transformation can seek to appropriate and undermine the forces of capital rath er than the other

way round.”

From this point of view, both culture and the right to the city are to brought together. Is in

commons, and thus in the “lived” city, where appropriation is to take place, but not by market

forces,  but  by the  local  populations.  Filling  them with  culture,  understood  as  a  complex

network (or “polysystem”) of interactions between practices, beliefs, goods and even products

is the only way to defend these public spaces and create new ones, to take effective control

over one's own city inner dynamics and growth.

Also, the matrix of the social space lies in spatial practice, which is at the same time the place

for ideology: it does not create life, but regulates it – society, and not space, has contradictions

(Lefebvre, 1991: 360). There is a need, thus, to take control over those positions able to have

an impact on how space is not only represented or lived, but practiced; in a similar way,

alternative cultural repertoires, as expressed by Even Zohar, do belong to a major polysystem,

where  ideology is  also  at  its  core.  Opposition  can  also  be  exerted  from the  margins  of

centrality (queer,  in terms of identity,  operates in the very same way): getting to the core

without  changing the  underlying  set  of  values  or  means of  production,  and reproduction,

would lead to cooptation and reinforce the hegemony of those forces into power at a given

time.
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Even  when  claims  that  ideology  is  not  longer  a  valid  category  –  as  are  identity,  or

nationality13, at least not directly – are made, and that all sorts of production are left out for

the market, the market itself is a form of ideology seeking its own reproduction. From that

point of view, alternatives repertoires, or cultures, as they encode beliefs and practices, can

only effectively operate when embedded with politics. As it has been argued before with the

example of queer theory – or studies – it is only as far as it remains commited to social

transformation and activism that it can make a difference. Otherwise it would not be anything

else than a particular set of items, or a cluster, ready made for cooptation, to take its place into

a dominan part of the cultural system.

Dragićević-Šešić (2005: 395) summons up the trade-offs a cultural sector dominanted by one

the following paradigms, along with the hidden strategides and side-effects. The public sector

column perfecly explains Serbia's cultural policy in previous years, although it may lead to

the  wrond  idea  that  programming  culture  through  public  institutions  will  lead  to  old

definitions and models of culture. Modernity can come too from public intervention, being the

Yugoslav pavilion at Expo '58 a paradigmatic example (Kulić, 2012); the role, too, of the so-

called civil society may be contested with an inquiry on funders and hidden agendas. Negative

implications are listed as well:

13 Nationality is relevant as a given set of rights and duties is assigned by its administrative value, and would 
only cease to be relevant when these constraints are void.
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Also, even when interested in the production of aesthetics,  without confrontation,  without

opposition, dominant clusters and repertoires are unlikely to flourish. All systems need to be

fuelled by change, challenges and internal competition over markets, not necessarily through

the form of commodification and capitalist competition and may subsidized by the state in

order to liberate themselves from these constraints14.

The  role  of  (new)  urban  social  movements  in  the  creation  of  alternative  spaces  and  the

provision  of  cultural  services  outside  market  constraints  and  logics  remain  largely  to  be

explored. Whereas the dilemma is, as in the political left, whether from within or outside the

system, it seems clear than governance is coopting some of the movements' strategies and

proposals. The squatter movement is interesting because it offers a radical transformation of

society,  thus  allowing  for  lasting  social  change  and  urban  landscapes',  and  cultures',

reconfiguration, while at the same time offering creators free spaces.

The emergence of these actors is expected, following Foucalt's principle of  “where there is

power, there is resistance” (Foucault, 1996: 116). Nonetheless, the extent of their strenght,

contestation and impact, along with its number, is to be determined by the other factors, such

as policing or political  values  and traditions.  For Venegas (2014: 120),  squatters do fight

commodification through culture,  that is,  “truly creative actitivies,  music production,  arts,

theater, performances and alternative media”.

Here lies the importance of squatting as producers and facilitators of new expressiones and

cultures: they do not only offer spaces, but appropriate them for the sake of the community.

Each  squat  is  likely  to  be  autonomous,  self-managed  and,  although  policy  difussion  do

certainly occur,  fertilizing  scenes,  they are  well-prepared  for  resisting  hierarchization  and

professionalization.

Through  the  appropriation  of  spaces,  largely  abandoned,  they  reclaim  the  city  for  its

inhabitants and challenge the very notion of private property. Everyone has the right the city,

14 Vraneš (2011) attempts to prescribe the relationhip between state and cultural policies in Serbia, suggesting 
that state involvement is still necessary but mechanisms are to be set in place in order to prevent 
manipulation by the ruling bodies, along administrative decentralization.
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as much as everyone has the right to culture, as everyone is entitled access and power over

decisions. Altough squats may be willing to stay away from the system, and they may be

largely  successful  in  doing  so,  their  cultural  practices  may  easily  expand  through,  and

towards, the rest of the polysystem. The same logic applies for the solidarity networks set up

around  common  struggles,  some  of  them  including  “old”  social  movements,  as  well  as

organizations and parties with a significant degree of integration into the system.

Current developments in the cultural and creative industries are, more often than not, linked to

idea of entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship is tantamount to neoliberal policies, as it promotes

and consolidates individualism and competition. Analogue to the old beliew that everyone can

be millionare under capitalism (which is nothing more than a logical phallacy), it relaborates

(rebrands) the idea and turns it into everyone is capable to have an idea and make money out

of it. Educational and economic constraints seem to fade away, and even unequal access to

credit based on the size of a company.

“Since the responsibility for an individual’s career is transferred to him, entrepreneurial training

suggests that employability is equivalent to consenting to initiatives for the flexibilization of

labour. As only professional matters refer to the individual scope, these are defined as the ability

of  individuals  to  compete  (and  win).  This  weakens  the  collective  mentality  and  fosters  a

Darwinian  logic  of  all  against  all,  which  can  only  benefit  companies  to  the  detriment  of

society.” (Du Gay, 2000, in Costa and Saravia, 2012: 592).

There is much more to that than social darwinism. It implies the severing of any solidarity ties

and the greater good, which could only be provided through the individual fulfilment of needs

Also, there is a double directionality between culture and policy: when culture is centered

around individual tastes, on the individual, this very same individual  able to choose his/her

own (cultural) consumptions patters is, in theory, equally able to develop and make a business

idea  work.  Which  is,  again,  at  odds  with  the  until  recent  premise  that  those  in  business

administration, ie. with a particular educational background, were the only ones capable of

effectively doing so.

The issue is: what if? As the system inner logic is based on competition and success, what if

one  is  not  the  millionare,  the  winner?  Entrepreneurship  then  works  following the  lottery
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principle, a hidden tax on poverty, levying responsability on the private sector and flexibiling,

i.e.  precarizing,  the labor market.  As it  has been exposed by Lefebvre,  it  is  largely  labor

relations, and transformation, what may have an impact on reshaping both city and culture.

When there is no social, the outcome is nothing more than a constellation of entrepreneurial

statelets, also cultural, in sheer competition.15

In a similar way than the hidden curricula in education studies and pedagogy, there are hidden

agendas  (sometimes  almost  invisible,  others  crystal  clear)  in  cultural  planning.  Cultural

diplomacy is just another means for traditional diplomacy to advance the national interest of a

given  territory16.  It  is  done so,  largely,  by proxy,  through  donations  and  sponsorships  to

cultural actors, which through the financial means secured by donors are at the same time in a

better position vis-a-vis independent, self-managed, actors.

15 Costa and Saravia (2012: 605) insist also on the fact that the victory of entrepreneurship points out to the gap
with higher education, thus allowing for the later to be filled in with an entrepreneurial agenda. This has an
impact on the goals and social functions of education and, by extension, to the broader cultural domain: “If
education is not a commodity, then the preparation for the market should be relative, so that it  does not
become solely a mechanism of capital multiplication, but also provides a means to human emancipation” (íb:
609)

16 A good example of the relationship between culture and foreign policy is the so-called Americanization of
Yugoslav culture and the oscillation between East and West during the Cold War. For a detailed account, see
Vučetić (2002)
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2. CULTURE AND CITY IN BELGRADE AND BARCELONA

Dragićević Šešić, Mikić and Jovičić (2007) successfully periodify cultural developments in

Belgrade since liberation in 1944: a) agitprop period (until 1953), with the founding of new,

centralized institutions, and the closure of old ones; b) period of creation of new institutions

(1953-60), where a subsystem of institutions was established; c) openness to the world (1960-

74), devoted to the internationalization of the city and the establishment of festivals; d) self-

managed  interest  organizations  (1974-85),  following  the  ideological  switch  towards  self-

management;  e)  period  of  liberal  cultural  policies  (1985-92),  similar  to  entrepreneurship,

coexisting  dynamism  and  flourishing  galleries  with  a  come-back  of  nationalism17;  f)

etatization of culture (in 1990). For practical purposes, focus is going to be places in the later,

as well as in current developments, as the interplay between ideology and cultural planning is

obvious.

The  implosion  of  SFRY inevitably  lead  to  the  collapse  of  preexisting  narratuves  and  its

substitution by a new repertoire that has been already in place, especially from the period of

“liberal cultural policies”. At the time, the mid-80s -, the working nation was being displaced

in favor of a national one,  a Serbian nation in the making (Čolović, in Vujović, 2014:157).

The narratives of socialism and revolution were already being replaced by the old institutions,

even the monarchy in later stages:

“Zaokret u politici  vlasti  prema Srpskoj pravoslavnoj  crkvi dogodio se 1984.godine kada je

doneta  odluka  o  dovršenju  gradnje  hrama  sv.  Save  na  Vračaru,vtog  najvećeg pravoslavnog

hrama u regionu.  Početkom novog  milenijuma Bogoslovski fakultet  u Beogradu se  vraća u

državni  školski  sistem i  dolazi  do povratka veronauke u škole.  Desekularizacija  je,  između

ostalog, praćena i etnofiletizmom i etnonacionalizmom u smislu redukovanja pravoslavlja na

lokalni i partikularni nivo”.

Vujević, 2014: 157

17 See  Veković  (2002)  for  the  religious  comeback in  post-Yugoslav  societies.  Volcic  (2007)  even  talks  of
“expropriation” of a common Yugoslav identity by the new national ones.
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The  need  of  rebranding  oneself,  also  for  international  markets'  sake,  attained  all  former

Yugoslav republics and various means. It merely accepted external views, reelaborated them

and then put them in market:

“Self-exoticizing is a particular mode of commercial response to stereotypes that Others have

about you, but there is a tendency to fetishize or commercially exploit these values. Many of the

online  self-presentations  highlight  stereotypical  mainstream  images,  stories  and  histories.

Needless to say, these sites do not resist the global order – they adopt it – and they do not

present any force for altering western dominance over representation, knowledge production or

material reality. To put it simply, regional elites support and promote the transition from the

nation-state as a political and cultural entity, to a nation-state as a brand.”

Volcic, 2007: 409

Cvetičanin, Nedeljković and Krstić (2012) identify cultural divisions among Serbs following

the  local/global  line,  a  common trend in  colonized  and transitional  societies,  where  both

repertoires compete for the status of legitimate cultute. It suggests, too, that the urban/rural

could be following the same pattern.

Leontidou (2010: 1180), draws on a hierarchy established by Castells, according to which

citizen  action  progresses  from “participation” to  “protest”,  being urban social  movements

(USM) its  highest  realization  for  the  broader  impact  on  society.  Such  a  classification  is

analogue to Marxist transformation from class awareness to class consciousness.  According

to Castells, USM are at the peak because of the fact that  “brought about radical changes in

political power, or caused radical transformation of the urban system and its meanings, or had

specific outcomes in the political arena” (Castells, in íb.). For Leontidiou, USM “are only

worth  the  name  if  they  help  to  articulate  meaning  and  identity,  leading  to  cultural

transformation”,  being  thus  able  to  stay  away  from cooptation  and  entering  institutional

dymanics. Another trend pointed out is the emergence, as a product of Europeanization – and

thus,  Westernization  –  of  NGOs,  which  more  often  than  not  are  well-integrated  into  the

dominant system and prevent radical change (“containment of conflict”).

Opposite to that, social centers “have developed broad spatial imaginaries as core incubators

of alternative cultures, partly urban (by location) and partly non-place communication nodes
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(by digital interaction)” (íb. 1193). They effectively organize and coordinate protest, while

hosting, and nesting, alternative repertoires. The social center thus emerges as the ideal space

for confrontantional politics, urban transformation (as appropriation) and cultural fuelling in

the broader polysystem it may belong to.  From this perspective, Belgrade lacks not only

strong  USM,  but  also  an  organized  political  left.  Atanacković  (2009)  blames  nationalist

rethoric  and  hierarchy  for  the  impossibility  to  reorganize  a  worker's  movement  already

coopted by power in the 1990s.

Jansen (2000) in his  analysis  of Serb self-representations  during that  period of  time,  and

especially  around the  NATO bombing,  depicts  the  appropriation  by Serbian  public  of  an

Americanized repertoiore to fight back the very imperialist agression:

“Frequent reference was made to icons of American popular culture, but the 1999 anti-NATO

protest  articulated  its  own  blend  of  antiimperialist  discourse,  defending  Serbian/Yugoslav

visions  of  cultural  diversity versus  what  they presented  as  the  Western  spectre  of  a  bland,

Disney-led New World Order. [...]

Even if virulently anti-Western, the protest strongly relied on themes and forms which were,

also in Serbia, considered icons of ‘Western-ness’, and located themselves ambiguously within

and without  the  enemy’s  sphere  of  understanding.  While  evoking themes  of  otherness  and

noncompatibility with the ‘West’ on some occasions, they emphasized their intimate knowledge

of that same ‘West’ on others.”

Jansen, 2000: 408

Through  this  process,  protestors  were  trying  to  communicate  without  mediators  with  the

public  opinion  in  the  attackers'  countries,  by  using  their  own  languages  and  symbols:

meanings, of course, were changed, using parody as a performative strategy to expose the

contradictions and inconsistences of the human rights discourse that was bombing the whole

country.  Jansen  identifies,  too,  “a  self-consciouss  Balkan  orientalist  counter-discourse

constructed  around  imposed  and derogatory intended  labels  of  unruliness”  (ib.  410)  thus

assuming the role of a rebel barbarian defending its lifestyle and practices against foreign

agression.
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Mikuš (2011) in his analysis of 2010 Belgrade Pride introduces a distinction between “First”

and “Other” Serbia. The first one refers, largely, to rural and semi-urban populations, with a

stance towards the patriotic  conception of Serbianhood as is  inherently convervative.  The

other one is composed, usually, by urban middle classes and cultural elites, much more prone

to a cosmopolitist model and, by extension, European integration (largely by interacion from

local and international NGOs, and well a side-effect of the lack of USM and a well-organized

political  left).  According to  Mikuš,  Pride  secured  a  central  position in  political  discourse

through institutional tactics: it turned itself into a relevant actor in the follow-up of reforms

by  European  Institutions.  Whereas  the  “first”  Serbia  could  not  accept,  even  blaming

demonstrators  for  excessive  public  expenditure  and not  right-wing radical,  the  march,  its

political elite was forced to do so in order to guarantee good reviews from EU institutions.

In this process, though, most radical elements, uncomfortable with the institutional practices

and political bargaining, left the organization. At the same time, Pride assumed full integration

into the system, largely because of its instrumental value in the pursue of EU integration, and

exposed  the connections between the two strains of Serbian society. Paradoxically, it was

Jelena Karleuša the one speaking up for LGBT rights to the “first” Serbia, posing a threat to

cultural  elitism  by  members  of  the  other  one.  It  is  worth  remarking,  too,  that  system

integration  between Pride,  the  EU and the  Serbian  Government  condemned more  radical

groups, which in a Western European context would be central actors, to marginalization.

Both Serbias represent the double movement, that of skipping the immediate socialist past

and, thus, restorting to interwar and rural narratives, while finding outside, in the variety of

global  trends,  the  missing  parts  of  the  repertoire.18It  has,  too,  an  effect  on  international

relations: Rogač (2011) points out to the fact there are no clear narratives as far as cultural

production marketet abroad is concerned, still in the dicotoy Exit vs Guča.

It is this very same contradiction that eventually integrates local culture into the world scene.

Moreover, the issue of spaces is at stake, at culture moves less and less territorial, along with

identities, thus creating new identity and cultural clusters on a non-territorial base. Collective

rights, thus, are much more difficult to defend, and proposals like Tocquevillean associative

democracy:

18 See Švob-Đokić (2004) for an analysis of the regional cultural context.
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“Kontradiktorni  tokovi  su  sastavni  deo  njenog stvaranja.  Globalna  kultura  je  kompleksan  i

dinamičan fenomen - nedovršena tvorevina koja se razvija sa pojedinačnim kulturama, prepliće

se sa njima, menjajući tako njihov i svoj sadržaj. Prožeta je brojnim sukobima – partikularizam

protiv univerzalizma,  uniformnost  protiv  raznovrsnosti,  monokulturalizam protiv  pluralizma,

prava  pojedinca  protiv  državnih  interesa,  nacionalne  države  protiv  globalnih  pritisaka,

zagovornici lokalnog protiv imperijalizma – koji kao karakteristika globalne kulture doprinose

ideji o zajedničkom, pre nego raskomadanom svetu. Imajući u vidu da ovaj članak ispituje kako

se  nacionalne  države  bore  sa  posledicama  globalizacije,  važno  je  pomenuti  i  proces

„deteritorijalizacije““

Padežanin, 2011 : 375

Both cities are almost idential in terms of population (1.600.000) and the territory they serve

as capital and center to (slightly above 7.000.000). Also, Barcelona and Belgrade operate as

regional  hubs  for  broader  regions  than  their  national  (regional,  in  the  Catalan  case)

administrative boundaries, and the former has relatively placed well as a global city. There are

differences, though, in terms of metro area, with Barcelona's doubling the Serbian capital:

3.200.000, thus accounting for more than 42% of the region's population.  They are thus, far

too big for the region they are articulating, thus creating regional imbalances (Vujović, 2014).

Also, their identity is at odds with the national one, acting de facto as free agents.

Feixa and Porzio (2005: 90) also establish a cultural periodification for the city of Barcelona

since late Francoism: a) Franco period (1960–76); b) the transition to democracy (1977–85);

c) the posttransition (1986–94); d) the late 1990s (1995–99) and (e) the present (2000–04).

This periodification, largely based around political and policy change, is similar to the one

previously exposed for the case of Belgrade19.  Nonetheless, the political  environment was

radically different: whereas in Barcelona the promotion around major events was a historical

continuity (in terms of urban planning, the failed 1936 Popular Olympics are much related to

the Francoist 1952 Eucharistic Congress, an attempt to legitimize the new rule). 

19 Even the first phase, agitprop, had its parallel, although from radically different ideological coordenates: after the 1939
Fascist occupation, the whole Republican cultural system was shut down. Police reports suggest that even the closure of
FC Barcelona was on the table well into the 1940s.
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Delgado (2007) fiercely criticizes the so-called “Barcelona model”, on the grounds that the

city's  urban development  has  been always  based on macroprojects,  from World  Fair's  (in

1888, for instance) to the most recent Forum 2004. In an analogue fashion to what happened

in  Serbia  between  the  late  80's  and  the  90's,  the  so-called  transition  heavily  relied  on

continuities, especially in terms or urban planning and cultural planning. Officials survived

regime change, and thus kept working under the same paradigmas.

Local elites, for Delgado, operated under the “local centralist” principle, through which they

imposed a brand-new urban identity as a response both to national identity (problematic, as it

found itself in the middle of the Catalan/Spanish divide20) and to autoctonous, heterogenous

local  identity,  always prone to  revolutionary change.21 Both cities enjoy a  different  status

largely based on the urban/rural divide, being at the same time centers for cosmopolitism

diffusion.

Barcelonism, as Borja suggested (Delgado, 2007: 85), served secure a smooth transition while

consolidating a new space for cultural and spatial practice. This new identity, too, imposed a

re-reading  of  the  city's  past:  while  Francoist  nomenclator  is  largely  thrown  away,  the

Republican one is not fully restored; workers' history is sanified and folklorized; industrial

spaces are reconverted for the “new” economy; and, too, the old – and false, in order to justify

zonification and real estare developments – mantra that the city was turning its back at the

sea22 is get back to life.

Martí-Costa  and  Pradel  (2012)  study  the  relationship  between  urban  planning  and  the

development  of  creative  economy  industries,  such  as  artists'  incubators.  Results  are,

nonetheless, disappointing, as 4 major art spaces in Barcelona, located in old industrial areas,

ended up with closure and community dispersion. Among the reasons by the City Council's

dismiss of the artists' hubs, is that “they were interested in the arts and culture only when they

involved businesses that contributed to the economic competitiveness of the city” (Sabaté and

Tironi, 2008 in Martí-Costa and Pradel, 2012: 105). Tensions since then appeared between

20 Díez (2013) suggests that anarchism, and not language, is the actual defining factor of Catalan identity. The
main implication is that organic, essentialist views of Catalan identity are fully dsmissed, giving preminence
to modern urban identities, not only in Barcelona but in other major industrial centers (Sabadell, Terrassa,
Mataró).

21 See Degen and Garcia, 2012: 1025.
22 A parallel can be easily traced with the project “Beograd na vodi”.
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those cultural actors rejecting institutional practices and those who renegotiated a position in

the city's plans, with orientation towards market as a trade-off:

“the urban regeneration process  has  led to  the  departure of many artists  and has  generated

criticisms and tensions between those who remain, and, for some, it has meant a process of

institutionalization as a survival strategy. Nevertheless, the new approaches of the creative city

and its influence on policy agendas have made the creation and fostering of creative milieus a

central issue. As a result, cultural production in Poblenou has had a more favourable framework

of opportunities to aid its survival. In this new scenario, tensions have arisen relating to the

institutionalization of some workshops and the utilitarian orientation of their cultural activity

towards the market.

The maintenance of independent creative spaces and artistic innovation is a challenge that still

has not been met by the urban renewal policies. “

Ib: 106

The issue is not so much whether integration or marginalization, but rather whether the local

authorities are actually driven for a honest development of the creative sector, even when they

may not be ready to control it:

“The  Barcelona case illustrates  the  difficulty of  combining an urban strategy oriented  to  a

knowledge economy driven by real state development with the regeneration of a creative milieu

without a loss of diversity and spontaneity. Efforts to combine the paradigms of a knowledge

city  and  a  creative  city  have  been  developed  without  taking  into  consideration  the  social

processes already taking place in the city, such as the spontaneous emergence of new creative

districts. Thus, the positive outcomes of mixing these models in terms of social cohesion and

economic  diversity can  be hindered by top-down approaches that  prioritize  the  interests  of

certain actors over others, such as the interests of the real estate sector in urban transformation

or the new media industries in economic promotion strategies.”

Ib: 107

This  quote  exemplifies  the  need for  an autonomous culture,  in  the  sense that  the  spaces

analized  by  Martí-Costa  and  Pradel  encountered  an  institutional  framework  they  had  to

overcome. From a pragmatic point of view, even when all of them eventually had to leave

their studios and the creative niche was shut down, their pioneering effort had an impact –

certainly reformist, though – on the implementation of urban regeneration plans. It made clear
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that  top-bottom approaches may not  be the only answer,  and can expose the non-cultural

dynamics hidden behind these practices.
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FROM PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS TO COMMODIFICATION

Both  cities,  as  regional/national  capitals,  concentrate  most  of  the  cultural  institutions  of

national  value,  that  is,  those strictly public  but  belonging,  or  under  the  responsability,  of

supralocal  institutions  (like  the  varios  ministries).  Also,  the  municipality  may  be,  too,

represented through various consortiums.

In strictly numerical terms, the city of Belgrade directly operates an overall of 38 institutions

while Barcelona does so in 29 occasions.  Nonetheless,  there are significant differences in

terms of access to data sources and even which kind of actors and facilities are included

below this category. For instance, Barcelona adds the local Zoo, while Belgrade does, but

excludes the network of public libraries, amounting for 39 of them and a central element in a

cultural redestribution policy. Cultural centers, amounting 8 for the Serbian capital, are also

exclude in statistical data for the Catalan one, numbering 51.

Whereas in both cases there is a local governing body (Sekretarijat za kulturu vs Institut de

Cultura de Barcelona - ICUB), their orientation is radically different. ICUB operates, as stated

in its website, as a local public company (EPEL) directed by a Board with representative of all

political parties (it is, thus, political by definition, as the ruling party appoints the Director and

has  more  seats)  and  professionals,  thus  enjoying  wider  autonomy and  developing  a  PR

strategy of its own. 

Whereas ICUB, through its brand “Barcelona Cultura”, has a well deployed presence on the

Internet  and  statistics  (even  with  an  own  statistical  portal)  and  publications  are  readily

available,  even  with  independent  websites  for  different  sectors  of  the  cultural  planning

process, Sekretarijat za kulturu is only a small section of the broader local administration's

website.

Through Barcelona Cultura, all sorts of events are promoted, not only those in public-run

facilities, thus reflecting the diversity of the city's cultural offer. Nonetheless, those events and
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programs happening outside institutional – at all levels – frameworks are largely neglected:

whether are the organizers unwilling to cooperate or it is a part of a deliberate strategy to

ignore them is  irrelevant  at  this  point.  The fact  is  that  seggregation  occurs,  as  a  cultural

undergound is separated from the regulated cultural life of the city, and replaced by a fake one

operating  under  largely aestheticall  premises  without  and avoiding challenge  to  the  main

repertoire.

There are, though, interactions between both layers, as consumers / users swith layers without

any significant complication, allowing for cross-contamination. A good example of how the

local power cooptates autonomous experiencies in order to “sanitize” them are the facilities

under the “Art Factories” label. A close look at their “What is it?”23 section in their website

states:

“The Art Factories programme is based on transforming disused spaces into new powerhouses

of culture and knowledge. The goal is to put creativity, knowledge and innovation at the heart of

the city’s policies. Launched by Barcelona City Council’s Culture Institute, the project meets a

longstanding demand by creators and collectives for spaces equipped for artistic creation and

research.”

The traditional bottom-up approach in the local social movements and networks, and thus

memory, is neglected. The City Council is, therefore, the major creative force in the process

or urban, and cultural, transformation. Not a single word about the fact that some of these

spaces  were  actually  appropiated  before  for  the  very same uses  they are  currently being

claimed. In terms of property:

“This  living network of  municipally owned facilities  welcomes  new spaces  as  members.  It

currently comprises:

• Spaces with a strong history of support from the city’s art collectives. Their membership backs

initiatives that have helped and promoted creators for many years: Ateneu Popular 9 Barris,

Hangar and Nau Ivanow.

• New facilities run by agents and institutions representing different artistic areas: La Central del

Circ, Graner, La Seca and La Escocesa, for example.

• One 100% municipally run factory, Fabra i Coats, set up as the central hub of the project”.

23 http://fabriquesdecreacio.bcn.cat/en/node/33
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Spaces are thus public-owned and private-run (except Fabra i Coats), and they claim it “has

only been possible following the major process to design and fit out these spaces: in total over

30,000  m2  have  been  given  over  entirely  to  support  artistic  and  cultural  creation  and

production.”  Given  the  strategic  need  to  develop  such  spaces,  the  City  Countil  has  thus

implemented  it  while  securing  no  undesirable  elements  are  going  to  disturb  the  dual

dimension of planning, both spatial and cultural. Also, the fact that they operate under the

same program strenghtens the cultural capital opf the city, and thus can be more easily turned

into revenues through the revalorization of the local brand.

The  economical  –  and  entrepreneurial  logic  –  is  deeply  embedded  in  the  wording:

professionalization,  internationalization,  management,  governance,  and  even  business  are

words that penetrate the cultural lexicon and that were previously related to the private sector

and  business  administration.  Through  that  public-private  partnership,  the  City  Council

externalizes production itself, while keeping it under control through property.

There  is,  nonetheless,  a  significant  difference  in  terms  of  cultural  planning:  whereas  in

Barcelona embassies and national cultural centers are involved in the process in a similar way

than that in Belgrade, there are no foreign cooperation agencies. The issue of donors cannot

be neglected: with the only exceptions of Bioskop Zvezda and Inex, the major non-municipal

cultural centers (such as KC Grad, Mikser House or even Rex) are funded and supported by

foreign donors, largely the European Union.

Mikser  House  represents  the  paradigm of  this  trend  in  urban  transformation  through  the

commodification of culture:  “MIKSER je multidisciplinarna platforma koja podstiče razvoj

kreativne  ekonomije  zemlje  i  regiona,  i  uspostavlja  dijalog  između  savremenih  globalnih

tendencija  i  domaće  i  regionalne  prakse.”24.The  development  of  the  so-called  creative

economy is thus at the forefront. It goes further on acknowledging the commercial nature of

the  overall  enterprise  and  its  role  on  urban  transformation,  more  precisely  on  a  cultural

district, a typical trend of zonification as a means to divide, fragment and eventually conquer

the city:

24 http://house.mikser.rs/sr/20/o-mh
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(Organizacija Mikser je) “osnovala MIKSER HOUSE – Balkanski dizajn centar, permanentni

multifunkcionalni  prostor  za  kulturne,  edukativne  i  komercijalne  aktivnosti,  smešten  u

inspirativnom  zdanju  nekadašnje  industrijske  garaže.  Zahvaljujići  sinergiji  oba  Mikserova

projekta locirana u Savamali, ovaj zapušteni kvart prolazi kroz proces urbane transformacije u

progresivni kulturni distrikt.”

Also, their relationship towards power is that of calculated ambivalence: among the activities

developed in 2014, a significant number of them are business-oriented, from fairs to trainings

on entrepreneurship. Also, Studio B, Belgrade's local TV station, wrote a piece of news on

Mikser's program on 2014 which is, to say the least, a statement from the organization lacking

any kind of critical approach25. The perception, whether conscious or not, of the organization

is crystal-clear.

The article, written in first person plural, praises all partners of the organization, from public

institutions do donors (among them, of course, the European Union) and establish the actors

as a creative elite:

“Zajedno sa KC Gradom, Novom Iskrom, Galerijama 12 i Štab, Ben Akibom, Gete institutom,

Mikser  je  od  zapuštenog  i  zaboravljenog  dela  grada  za  nepune  tri  godine,  domaćoj  i  sve

brojnijoj  stranoj  publici,  predstavio  koncept  koji  nije  samo  kulturna,  već  i  ekonomska

paradigma urbane transformacije.” 

Far  beyond  the  orientation  towards  tourism  and  foreign  markets,  the  attack  on  the

redistributive nature of the state is constant, through a radical defense of entrepreneurship and

pointing out the fact that public institutions do not financially support the project:

“Mnogobrojni restorani, klubovi, hosteli, hoteli, turističke agencije, uključile su se u dinamičan

razvoj Savamale, čineći od nje novu, kulturno-turističku šansu Beograda. Preduzetnički model

finansiranja programa u Savamali,  svakako predstavlja putokaz posrnulom javnom sektoru u

kulturi, uzevši u obzir da se u u tom delu Beograda mnogobrojne izložbe, perfomansi, festivali,

pozorišne predstave, koncerti, odigravaju bez finansijske pomoći države. “

25 http://www.studiob.rs/info/vest.php?id=114032
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Of course, there is not a single word on the kind of business that are being established, all

service-oriented and the working conditions of the creative cheap labor. In September 2014,

some  of  these  creative  companies  were  temporary  closed  down on  tax  and  labor  issues

(largely, for partially operating in the black economy), suggesting that the new economy has

not  moven  away from the  vices  of  the  old  one.  The  past,  again,  is  quite  present  in  the

following paragraph:

“U 2014. Mikser je, zajedno sa svojim regionalnim partnerima lansirao projekat "Balkan design

network" čiji  je  zadatak da implementacija strukturalne dizajn strategije u regionu.  Projekat

finansiran od strane EU predstavlja krunu dugogogodišnjeg rada na stvaranju jake kreativne

regionalne mreže od Istanbula do Beča, gde Mikser u svakoj od tih zemalja ima pouzdanog

partnera sa kojima gradi bolju budućnost Balkana, evropskog regiona odakle kroz istoriju nije

bilo previše pozitivnih vesti.” 

The Balkans are, then, part of Europe, but the discourse of the two Serbias can be easily

identified: a region doomed by history, which is nothing but aiming tat joining the civilized,

illustrated West.

“Tu je i veliki broj humanitarnih akcija kao što su "Čuti i razumeti" za pomoć deci oštećenog

sluha, izložba posvećana Romima sa Balkana, obeležavanje "Nedelje ponosa", 12 LGBT žurki,

akcije  za  razvoj  preduzetništva  poput  "Belgrade  ignite",  akcije  za  zaštitu  životinja  poput

"Udomi, ne kupuj", zatim akcija "Budi zmaj" koja je prikupila novčana sredstva za dom za

nezbrinutu decu "J.J. Zmaj" i mnoge druge. “

Through the development od the so-called civil society, the demise of the state as provider of

welfare is nothing but accelerated. The contradictions of the Belgrade Pride have been already

summoned up in earlier sections, largely its bargaining power vis-a-vis the European Union

and the Serbian Government, leaving out – paradoxically – the most European, left-oriented

individuals  and  organizations.  Also,  the  fact  than  even  the  politically  engaged  LGBT

community organizes parties in the traditional, consummerist fashion, does not suggest that

radical transformation is undertaken.
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In a similar way, in a statement against the project Beograd na vodi and the threats it may

pose to Savamala – an area that has undergone the same process of appropriation by an elite,

that  is,  gentrification -,  Mikser  House  led a  coalition of  “local  population” and “creative

entrepreneurs”: of the 16 actors signing it, 12 were cafés and clubs (3 of them already closed

down  by  the  local  authorities  on  tax  and  labor  grounds),  whose  contribution  to  the

development of arts and culture is, to say the least, dubious. 
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ON THE VALUE OF SQUATTING

Squatting is the reappropriation, by the public, of an abandoned space. It enjoys a double

dimension,  as  it  works  on  both  the  material  and symbolic  levels.  It  is  both  cultural  and

political. The recent debate in Belgrade over the occupation of the cinema Zvezda has been

largely basculating in  two axis:  a)  the privatization process  of  the old Beograd Film,  the

former owner; b) the current state of culture in the city, especially regarding cinema and the

larger  film industry.  The collective responsible  for  the occupation seems itself  to  be in  a

delicate position in terms of its political stance.

The about section of the group's facebook page26 presents a text, which cannot be named a

manifesto, basically structured around the aforementioned ideas, ie. the privatization process

(and the illegal operations by the new owner, charged with tax evasion and not respection its

own terms), the speculative nature of the overall operation and the overall damage inflected to

the city's cultural infrastructure in general and the cinematographic industry in particular. All

other informations regarding the group have to be acquired on site or through interviews.

For director Mina Djukić27 and member of the group, the occupation is itself a political act

that  goes  beyond  cinema  itself.  It  is  about  reclaiming  spaces  for  culture  and  the  local

population, and the aim is to save a few of the privatized cinemas and bring them back to its

original function. In another article28, Kosta  Ristić,  another member of the group, writes on

the controversy caused by some co-optation attempts, largely around the rejection of a panel

by the would-be Greek PM Alexis Tsipras.

Rejecting Tsipras, and offering him instead a tour of the facilities, was an assertion of the

movimentist nature of the group and a critique of parlamentary politics and the institutional

left.  The  group was not  interested  in  legitimizing,  or  even correcting,  the  system,  but  in

challenging its very own structure. The member goes on stating that:

26 https://www.facebook.com/okupacijabioskopa/info?tab=page_info
27 http://www.portalnovosti.com/mina-djukic-borimo-se-za-prostor-slobode
28 http://www.portalnovosti.com/ko-se-krije-iza-apoliticnosti-horvat-ili-zvezda
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“Ono u  čemu se  slažu  ‘apolitična’ i  ‘politična’ struja  je  cilj  da  Zvezda  postane  društveno-

kulturni centar, mesto gde bi se omladina društveno povezala i odakle bi mogla da crpi svoju

materijalnu i kulturnu snagu, budući da su domovi omladine u Beogradu, kojih je bilo mnogo,

uništeni,  izbirokratizovani  ili  se  koriste  kao  poslovni  prostori.  To  je  kamen  temeljac

‘koegzistencije’ ‘politične’ i ‘apolitične’ struje u Pokretu za okupaciju bioskopa, cilj koji sam

jasno govori o emancipatorskom karakteru akcije okupacije Zvezde, nameri da se stvori prostor

koji neće funkcionisati po tržišnoj logici.”

The idea  is  to  facilitate  new ways  of  social  and cultural  life  for  the  youths,  away from

hierarchies and the market, which is the actual situation of youth centers in the city. It is, thus,

a space outside market tendencies, aiming at transformation through emancipation, at the real

empowerment. Such an attitude is also found in  Djukić,  as she insists on the fact that the

group is willing to help spread the movement, but not to export it, as it is a matter of political

will. In a similar way, Ivan Medenica argues that it could even turn into a case study for a

broader discussion on the relationship between market and culture:

“Čini se da postoji samo jedna izlazna strategija. S jedne strane, da se bioskop dodatno sredi i

osposobi da (p)ostane samoodrživ alternativni kulturni centar, koji bi, pored filmskih, imao i

druge umetničke delatnosti.  S  druge strane,  da  se  medijatizacijom putem tribina,  tekstova i

sličnih aktivnosti, te ispitivanjem pravnog okvira ovog slučaja, Novi bioskop Zvezda pretvori u

polemičku platformu i „studiju slučaja“ za pitanja privatizacije u kulturi i, generalno, odnosa

kulture i tržišta.”29

In  any  case,  squatting  is  just  a  tool  to  reappropriate  the  city.  The  experience  of  the

Anarkopenya,  in  Barcelona,  shows that  without  politics these kind of places  may end up

serving pretty  much the  same interests  they should  be  fighting  against.  Evicted  in  2006,

former Palau Alòs was run by a collective organizing techno parties on a quasi-daily basis.

The place was a drug supermarket, and the fact that it was a few meters away from a block the

local community was fighting for alongside the squat movement (“El forat de la vergonya” -

The Hole of Shame) suggests local authorities may instrumentalize some of these movements

and facilities to criminalize the actual opposition groups.

Anarkopenya,  although  squatted,  operated  on  a  market  logic,  organizing  parties  on  a

29 http://pescanik.net/i-u-njemu-zvezda/
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consummerist  way without any attempt to develop a truly alternative program30.  Also, the

people in charge where renting rooms to tourists, and the main transformation observed in that

place was motivated by drug abuse. Eviction, on February 4th, 2006, ended up with clashes

and the so-called 4F case, by which 4 people who held no responsability for the comma of a

police  officer  ended  up  serving  prison  sentenced.  One  of  them,  poetress  Patricia  Heras,

commited suicide as a result of the situation.

The 4F case was turned into a documentary by a cooperative, eventually being premiered at a

squatted  cinema  in  downtown  Barcelona  on  June  8th,  2013.  The  old  Palau  del  Cinema

building, property of Balañá, a well-known right-wing businessman in the city, allowed, alike

Zvezda,  to  claim back  a  cultural  space  shut  down  for  speculative  purposes.  The  action,

nonetheless, went much further, as it was named after Patricia Heras. She was a victim of

market forces and gentrification policies, as the City Council  consciously allowed for the

existence of the Anarkopenya in order to get rid of all tenants and  replace them with more

promiment social layers.

Renaming the cinema after Heras also targeted the established discourse on the city, giving

visibility an activist, a martyr and a victim of her own city.31 Both dimensions, the cultural and

the  political,  could  not  be  divided.  For  not  only a  film was  made  public,  but  a  broader

operation of space creation was on its way. The relationshio with cinemas (which, at the same

time, as it been stated in Zvezda, are ideal for that, and thus hard to adapt to another purpose,

like casinos.

Previous experiences of appropriation in Barcelona include spaces like Can Vies, but also the

aforementioned Forat de la Vergonya. Even when the former was partially evicted on May 26,

201432, locals fought back and managed, after three days of rioting, to keep the facility open

and start a popular reconstructions (significant parts of the structure were bulldozed during the

eviction attempt). Operating since 1997, Can Vies works as a cultural and political hub for the

working-class neighborhood of Sants.

30 http://periferiesurbanes.org/?p=5618&lang=en
31 http://www.ccma.cat/324/Ocupen-el-Palau-del-Cinema-de-Via-Laietana-per-projectar-el-documental-sobre-

el-polemic-cas-4F/noticia/2133717/
32 http://www.ara.cat/societat/Mossos-comencen-desallotjar-Can-Vies_0_1145285682.html
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Since then, it has hosted local organizations (feminist groups, music collectives) and boasts a

regular  cultural  program33,  largely  structured  around  concerts,  parties,  film  projections,

festivals and talks. It works, too, as a practice space for local bands, completely self-managed.

Although slightly different,  El  Forat  de  la  Vergonya34,  in  downtown Barcelona,  has  been

turned into a urban vegetable garden, being a cultural space in the most strict etimological

sense. From time to time, too, concerts are organized, and even a library has been set up.

33 http://canvies.barrisants.org
34 http://lhortetdelforat.blogspot.com/
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3. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The paper has analyzed the different implications and interactions between the urban sphere

and cultural practices, at all levels. From a broader definition of culture, based on polysystems

theory  and,  thus,  on  interactions  rather  than  on  items  and  aesthetics,  parallels  and

discontinitiues, along external and internal forces, has been identified, both in and between

Barcelona and Belgrade, the case studies.

Both cities share a similar position as regional and global hubs, and thus are at the forefront of

the debate between global, cosmopolite trends and conservative, rural ones. By that there is no

attempt at all at equating political conservadurism with rural households: conservative here is

understood by the desire to preserve the old repertoire, which in Serbia is equivalent to the

patriotic one.

They have had, too, to reinvent themself discursively, for a variety of reasons and to different

degrees.  In  common,  they  have  struggles  over  urban  nomenclature:  Belgrade  get  rid  of

significant parts  of the Partisan landscape (although certainly not to the extent of Eastern

European former socialist states), in order to recreate a non-existing liberal Arcadia. It had to

do because of the demise of Yugoslavism: where the ideology behing the whole mapping felt

apart, competitors jumped into the empty space. And through that empty space, also in street

names, consolidated their power.

The situation in Barcelona is ideologically different: in theory,  after Francoism ended, the

previous legality should have been restored. It was not: as such, the discursive remapping of

the city took into consideration the new political environment, and the needs to consolidate

the city, for its internal users and later exports, as a Mediterranean, burgeois, oasis of civility.

Every square or street name devoted to revolutionary history, both Communist or Anarquist,

had to be won back by public mobilization.
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And it is public mobilization the central concept: cities, in order to maintain creative energy,

need the existance of alternative forms of organization and mobilization: in short, of culture.

New urban social movements are at the forefront of struggles over the city, and are the only

ones to defend the Right to the City, that is, to urban life. Side-effects of the lack of such

actors are a diminished, if any, capacity of resistance against neoliberal forces, not only in

terms of struggles over public space, but over space (where, according to Lefebvre social and

productive relations lay) and, by extension, about everyday life.

Occupation, (re)appropriation and squatting may be good means to point out the predatory

nature of the system and build up significant and meaningful social relations and cultural

networks outside of it. As it is been explored, creative quarters and the creative economy seem

to operate  in  old paradigms:  zonification,  the need to  set  up separate  zones in  the urban

continuuum for separate needs, is a direct cause of gentrification and expropriation of the city

by  economic  forces.  A quick  walk  around  Belgrade's  Savamala  district,  for  instance,  or

Barcelona 22@, suggests that these areas not fully functional, as lack most of the services,

even housing, they were not designed to.

The so-called creative entrepreneurs around Belgrade's Mikser House are, effectively, regular

businesses,  largely cafés and clubs,  operating on market  logics.  The relationship between

culture and market, from one side, and between culture and labor needs to fully addressed:

recently,  Barcelona's  La  Central35,  considered  the  major  bookstore  in  town  and  also  a

“creative enterprise”, had been pointed out as a tough workplace, underpaying their workers

who  are,  at  the  same time  and  paradoxically,  the  store's  target  group,  keen  on spending

significant parts of their salary in critical readings. The fact that some of Savamala's flagships

had to be closed down for labor and tax issues prove that the creative economy is as creative

as auditing.

In a similar fashion, power attempts to reappropriate formerly squatted spaces and factories,

in order to keep them under control and, eventually, increase the city's cultural capital, which

is, nowadays, just capital.  Barcelona Art Factories, for instance, destroy the working class

memory  of  the  city,  by  turning  old  factories,  and  thus  productive  places,  into  creative

35 http://www.jotdown.es/2014/12/marta-ramoneda-el-editor-publica-los-textos-que-mas-le-gustan-el-librero-
vende-los-libros-que-prefiere/
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industries for the so-called creative elite.  It is done so, moreover, on places that were already

operated autonomously by groups and individuals for the very same purposes allegedly on the

City Council's agenda.

The recent squatting of the Zvezda cinema in Belgrade seems to have been a turning point for

the debate over public and private, and on cultural policy and planning, in the city. It has,

from one side, stood up against criminal privatizations in the region, while bringing back to

the public debate the issue of the status of culture in the city. So far, it seems to be a largely

politicized  space,  starting  with  the  very  political  act  of  squatting  and  following  up  with

successful self-management and a regular programming (which clearly points out at the role

of cultural workers in the initiative, as otherwise program would have been strictly secondary

and eventually inconsistent over time).

It is, in any case, up to projects like Zvezda and Can Vies that true transformation for the city

and the  cultural  scenes  can  be achieved.  In  opposite  sides  of  the  spectrum,  the  dramatic

example of Barcelona's Anarkopenya (which eventually lead to the suicide of an activist, and

jail sentences for her and three other people), a “liberated” space working only on leisure and

benefit dynamics, and the overall story of Savamala and the Art Factories, which completely

adopted the narratives of entrepreneurships, suggest the effects of the demisal on politics. In

all cases, either means or culture where subjugated to the economic interest, and thus was the

city.

The  interplay of  all  actors  and  dimensions  of  social  life,  even  market  forces  and public

institutions (and its role as correctors of the later's deviations),  suggest that the city,  as a

concept, cannot be isolated from the creation of space nor from, for the purpose of this work,

culture36.  Culture as  its  broadest  definition,  as  an  unstable  network of  artifacts,  practices,

items  and beliefs,  to  which individuals  and communities  may fully or  partly adhere,  and

switch  allegiances  over  time.  Also,  its  polysystemic  nature  render  the  definition  of

counterculture inoperative: to be actual “counter” it should focus on the creation of space, on

36 “Contemporary changes in  the modes of  production,  distribution, consumption and regulation of  culture
related  to  changes  in  organization  of  media  and  communication  systems  are  reconfiguring  the  scales,
spatialities and territorialities of ‘the  cultural’, and impacting in ways which remain to be specified upon the

forms of effective ‘action upon action’ that can be exercised through these networks.” (Barnett, 1999:
390)
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ideology, in order to mofidy productive and social relations, which would, at the same turn,

allow for the emergence of new cultures. Otherwise actors are stuck in the creative economy

paradigm: façade and predatory practices.
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